1. Notebook Entry: Sepoy Mutiny
2. How can animal fat cause a fight?
What is a mutiny?

You are handing in
answers to 1-4.

EQ: How does European involvement in Asia
during the later part of the 19th century
reflect the characteristics of modern
imperialism?
By the end of class our objectives are to:
- to identify the causes and effects of the Sepoy Mutiny
(Indian Rebellion of 1857)
- to continue to analyze the impact of imperialism on India
Tonight’s Homework: Read & Outline p. 715-719
Expository Essay – Friday | Quiz – Next Friday

Enfield Rifle:
(the problem is the cartridge)

• The rumor: cartridge (powder and shot)
was sealed with beef tallow or pig fat
• Soldiers bit off the seal
–Hindus consider the cow sacred
–Muslims do not eat pork
• Seen as an attempt to force conversion
to Christianity

May 1857:
• Sepoys refuse to
accept cartridges
• Soldiers were jailed
• Sepoy Mutiny
– Rebellion of
Hindu and Muslim
soldiers against
the British in India
• Indians did not unite
– Poor leadership
– Hindu and Muslim
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Skihs (religious group)
and
maharajahs (princes)
remained loyal
to the British

Turning Point:
• Massacre crushed the rebellion
• After the mutiny
– British government took direct command
– Raj – referred to British rule over India
– Racism increased
– Distrust between British and Indians
increased

Hindus and Muslims
“are being ruined under the tyranny and
oppression of the treacherous English”

It is this conscious of the inherent
superiority of the European which has
won for us India. However well
educated and clever a native may be,
and however brave he may prove
himself, I believe that no rank we
can bestow on him would cause him to
be considered an equal of the British
officer.
Source: Lord Kitchener, British
commander and chief of
the army in India

Nationalist Movement:
• Indians began demanding
– more modernization
– greater role in governing
• Ram Mohun Roy “Father of Modern India”
– Campaign to move India away from
traditional practices and ideas
• Indians resented being 2nd class citizens
– Barred top Civil Service posts
– Paid less than Europeans
– Calls for self-government
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How did imperialism contribute
to unity and the growth of
nationalism in India?
THINK ABOUT
-benefits of imperialism
-the negative effects of imperialism

“Great Game”:
• Russian and British interest in Asia
• Pursuit of influence and intelligence by
military officers and imperialists in Central
and Southeast Asia (British agents called it the Great Game)
–Mapped terrain
–Sought alliances
• Anticipated a war for control of India
–Failed to happen (WWI in 1914)
• Russians, French, Dutch, British, and
Spanish did extend imperialist activities in
the region
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